Jeep cj7 laredo

Make Jeep. Model CJ. This Jeep drives absolutely great, No shakes or road wobble and will
drive down the road at 60mph without any problems.. The performance of this motor has more
power that the 4. The fuel injection is a must have feature also for a daily driver like this jeep. I
will do my best to describe this jeep to the best of my abilities. The inside of the tub has been
lined with bedliner, also by a professional shop. This is a fuel injected with new belts New
altenator, New power booster, New radiator Offenhauser intake,TBI, Borla header, work done by
very respected well known precision engine builder Wayne Calvert in denton. Engine sounds
great, good performance sound like a v8 the rest of the jeep 81 Laredo with no frame or tube
rust. T 4 speed trans mated to a dana transfer case Twin stick. Many offroad lights including a
50" light bar. Warn front bumper with winch wheels are plastidipped black and can be removed.
Very strong CJ7 Should work very very well on and off road. Hopefully I did not forget anything.
Warn front winch with winch, I will include a book of receipts to the buyer with a great deal of
documentation of what has been done to the jeep. If you have any questions feel free to call me
Also it is located just east of Tulsa OK for anyone wanting to come and take a look at it. Model
CJ7 Laredo. This is a California vehicle, street legal, with no rust and in outstanding condition.
Engine runs strong and was recently smogged. All mechanical repairs or installations done by a
certified mechanic. The previous owner did not know the mileage of this engine, but it runs
smooth and starts every time. It has been garaged since I bought it. All New: 33 inch Falken AT
tires, Optima yellow top battery, Raptor liner interior, Bestop front seats, Bestop rear fold and
tumble seat, Retrosound stereo, mirrors, windshield glass, window vents, door panels, dash,
dash pad, rollbar pad, body mounts, temp gauge, tachometer, climate control knobs and cables,
hood lock, all moldings, alternator, master cylinder, brake booster and proportioning valve. If
you're looking for a daily driver, a hunting and fishing Jeep, or something to take to Moab, this
is the Jeep for you. There is no warranty with this vehicle and the buyer is responsible for
shipping if necessary. I am happy to answer any questions you may have about my Jeep. I will
include the 5th matching chrome wheel with a new Goodyear wrangler radial on it. This was an
option in and This CJ has absolutely NO oil or fluid leaks of any type. It drives straight down the
road and does NOT pull to either side when you apply the brakes. The paint is in phenomenal
shape for its age. There are a few very small rock chips on the front finders. This is a simple fix,
you can still order new scuff guard tape for the sills, but it will take time and patience to get the
old stuff off. At some point in time, the original radio was replaced with a modern style radio.
The only way you would know this is to crawl under the dash and look at it from the back side.
There is NO indication looking from the front side that the dash had ever been altered for the
radio. The only other thing I am aware of that has been changed on this CJ is pulse air system.
It has been removed from the Jeep, but the rest of the emission stuff is still there. Believe or
not, you can still purchase the components from the dealer or through an aftermarket supplier
to reinstall the pulse air system. I am not sure how they did it, but it still has the original factory
BBD Carter carb. This Jeep spent its entire life in the SE and most of that time in a climate
controlled environment. For most of you that know me in the CJ community, know the CJ
Laredo is my passion and that I spend a lot of time reproducing items specifically for CJ Laredo
and know that I am a pretty straight up and honest guy. When you look at this CJ in person, it is
amazing how vivid all the colors are on this thing, from the gauges to red push buttons on the
seat belts, you will be amazed! Look at the photos of the mirror and hood latches, all original.
Yes, it has the chrome mirror head, stainless steel arm, black mounting brackets, black arm
bushings and black torx screws. That is rare to see today. Also, the hood latches are all original
too. This is another common item missing on the CJ today. The Jeep comes with the original
bill of sale from Jasper Jeep in Jasper GA and it still has the dealer's name decal on the back
right side of the body. This CJ Laredo belongs in a collector's collection or an auto museum. If
you have any questions, please call me at: If you don't pay the listing stays up automatically.
Hello everybody if you're looking for a mechanically good, reliable, good-looking classic Jeep
CJ-7 renegade with lots of special features you've come to the right place. Well sorted out
reliable and good running this could even be your daily driver. You can even drive down the
highway in fifth gear without the vehicle bogging down. Inspection in my state is good till
January Much much better than the stock Carter one barrel or two barrel. More about the
renegade options a little later. Rare Garnet metallic clearcoat paint: in the past this vehicle was
gone through all the rust filled and painted it's original color and restriped. Check the pictures
carefully because as you can see there is some rusty spots starting to bubble through the paint.
The frame on this vehicle is very solid and looks like it was rustproofed shortly after purchase
also I believe that this vehicle spent most of its time in the west before going to Ohio and New
Jersey later on in it's life I personally have kept it garaged the last seven years. If you're looking
for one of these classic jeeps please get under the vehicle and check the frame carefully. Center
storage box lockable. Chrome Laredo wagon wheels all five including chrome centers. Ash tray

and cigarette lighter appear new Tuffy overhead, two stereo lockable storage box which
contains a Sony explode 4 x 52 W stereo system which has a removable faceplate and case for
the faceplate and a remote control also aRadioShack CB radio with weather and antenna.
Pro-comp all terrain tires 32 x Another thing you'll find about these old jeeps is that you open
the hood and you'll see that there's a complete massacre in the engine compartment people
love to tear out everything under the hood in these jeeps and leave it in terrible order usually
running poorly with lower power than stock. Not me, what I like to do to a classic car is to repair
them to the state they were in when they were new so I have sorted through all of the emissions
controls, the electrics and the vacuum controls to make sure that this vehicle will pass
omissions in my state and any other state in the country. I replaced the oxygen sensor, the EGR
valve, the vacuum accumulator and most of the old rotten vacuum hoses so that the emission
system would work properly, the vehicle would start properly and would give you the power it's
supposed to and still pass emissions in emission testing states. Needless to say most of the
belts, fluids and hoses are new and changed regularly. I also have a bunch of CJ-7 accessories
which are available separately and I might throw them in if this vehicle sells for a good price.
The renegade package adds a lot of features to the standard jeep and includes a larger gas tank
a larger number of leaf springs. This vehicle has the heavy duty cooling system with a six
bladed fan, fan clutch and fan shroud, lighting for the rear storage area. I also believe that this
vehicle has a posi in the rear since both rear tires spin at the same time in any slippery
situation. The worst is on the windshield frame. The low beams stopped working for some
reason. The gas gauge stopped working. A new one is included. One power steering pump bolt
is broken and needs to be extracted and replaced. The front and rear diff fluids needs to be
changed. Fluid and gaskets are included. Some rusty areas on the window frames were epoxied
for now. Passenger seat has some tears. I will throw in hi end vinyl repair kit. I don't think you
can go wrong with this vehicle I've been using it as my daily driver for the last couple of weeks
and aside from having to wait to warm it up it is actually very satisfying to drive. This vehicle is
located in NJ. This is a truly rare Jeep. It is a CJ7 Laredo in excellent, absolutely original
condition. The mileage is true and correct at 25, This really is a time capsule that has been kept
in excellent, driving condition. It was purchased from Collins Brothers Jeep approximately 10
years ago and has been garage kept ever since. This Jeep is a true Laredo, with clock and
tachometer, chrome wheels with the original jeep locks, chrome grill, chrome front bumper,
chrome mirrors, chrome bumperettes, leather-wrapped steering wheel and grab bar, and
tinted-window hard top. It is also equipped with an extremely rare sunroof and carpeted tailgate.
All the options on this Jeep are original. The Jeep has been carefully stored for the past decade
and is ready to drive. It has the optional AMC cassette player and the speakers work great. The
motor is in excellent condition and doesn't miss. This is an extremely rare Jeep, due to its
many, many options, automatic transmission, and its absolutely original condition. I am selling
this for my father, who has been a Jeep enthusiast for many years and has purchased and
restored several Jeeps from Collins Brothers over the years. It truly is a one-of-a-kind example
of a bygone era. The title is clear and ready to be signed over to a fellow Jeep enthusiast. We
can Sell it! Call us Today! Vehicles like this ultra-clean CJ7 have been a staple of having fun in
the mud for decades, and even with all of today's technology and performance, they're still the
vehicle to beat when the trail truly turns against you. Finding an all-steel CJ that hasn't been
bashed to death on the rocks or eaten alive by the tinworm is no easy task, yet this black
Laredo shows off its original bodywork with pride. Sure, it's probably been off-roading a few
times in its life, but nobody has abused this Jeep, and with only 21 miles on the frame-off
restoration, you know it hasn't seen any heavy use since it was finished. The rockers are
protected by shiny panels, and the brilliant yellow paint has a great shine that will be easy to
clean. With basic panels and soft doors, there aren't really any panel gaps to align, but the hood
snugs down easily with those chrome latches, and the drop-down tailgate shows zero signs of
rust. Simple chrome bumpers have been fitted so as to be both light and effective, and the
traditional Jeep grille nestled between those fat fenders is protected by a polished stainless
steel grille. Rubber fender flares cover the oversized tires and keep the mudslinging to a
minimum, and you'll probably want to lower the windshield for the full frontal experience.
Rounding out the package are fresh Laredo decals and a stripe kit, accurately re-creating and to
be honest, it looks great, not dated. Inside, it's rugged and basic, with black vinyl and cloth
high-back bucket seats designed to be cleaned with a hose. The floor has been covered with
spray-in bedliner material for the same reason, but that doesn't mean the CJ is bereft of comfort
and convenience features; in fact, this might be one of the more luxurious CJs we've seen.
There's a full array of gauges, which are critical when you're out in the wilderness, a center
console for valuables, and a full back seat for a pair of guests to ride along. The two levers on
the floor manage the 5-speed manual gearbox, which totally transforms the CJ's on-road

behavior, as well as the shifter for the 2-speed transfer case, which is the core of any Jeep's
off-road abilities. There is no top, but if you're asking for one, you're doing the whole Jeep thing
completely wrong. Power comes from AMC's durable and torquey cubic inch inline-six, which
was definitely the powerplant you want in your CJ. It isn't designed for all-out speed, but it's
plenty snappy around town and for off-roading, what you really want is a smooth flow of power
which this engine delivers , good low-speed torque in spades , and bulletproof reliability check.
It hasn't been modified and was obviously nicely detailed during the restoration, and the engine
rebuilt during the restoration. Underneath, it's extremely solid with the aforementioned 5-speed
manual transmission, 2-speed transfer case, and an AMC 20 rear axle and a Dana 30 up front, all
of which make this CJ highly maneuverable in the brush. The suspension was lifted with a mild
shackle kit and the exhaust system has a hearty rumble, which always makes folks do a
double-take when they hear it coming from a Jeep. It's shockingly clean underneath, nicely
detailed, and sits right on those giant inch Goodyear Wrangler tires. If you're looking for
adventure, this is the vehicle that'll get you there. Awesome colors, a great pedigree, and lots of
recent work all add up to a Jeep that's easy to love. Call today! Streetside Classic Cars reserves
the right to end its auctions early or to cancel bids solely at its discretion and shall not be held
liable for any such cancellation. The winning bidder is required to contact Streetside Classic
Cars within 24 hours after the close of the auction to finalize the details of the transaction. Any
refunds will be at the sole discretion of Streetside Classic Cars and are not guaranteed. If
winning bidder does not contact Streetside Classic Cars and submit deposit within 48 hours of
auction close, vehicle may be made available to the next highest bidder or another qualified
buyer on a first come, first serve basis. Streetside Classic Cars has represented this vehicle to
the best of its ability. Prospective bidders are encouraged to contact us directly to provide
additional information or answer any questions. Please be aware that all pre-owned vehicles,
regardless of age, mileage, or manufacturer are subject to cosmetic wear and mechanical
failure. Streetside Classic Cars encourages bidder to have a personal inspection completed
prior to delivery to help ensure your satisfaction. Third party inspections are to take place prior
to a vehicles shipment or delivery. All vehicles are sold "AS IS" and with no warranties
expressed or implied. Final or winning bid price does not include shipping, tax, title, or
registration fees. It is the purchaser's responsibility to provide for any state or local taxes and
shipping expenses resulting from the sale. We can assist you in delivery through our network of
private and commercial carriers. Most of them can deliver the vehicle to your driveway. We
assume no responsibility for damages or delays incurred once a vehicle is in a shipper's
custody. Streetside Classic Cars bears no liability and shall be held harmless for any
complications, expenses, or damages resulting from a failure to meet these terms as they have
been set forth and established herein. Information is provided to the best of our knowledge and
that of the owners of the vehicles, and we make no warranty or representation regarding the
accuracy, truth, or reliability of such information. We cannot be responsible for any errors,
omissions, or inaccuracies contained in information provided by third parties. Streetside
Classics is not an expert in the construction, engineering, finishes, materials, and componentry
of every single vehicle we sell. It is the responsibility of the buyer to either inspect the vehicle
personally or via a 3rd party, to ensure satisfaction to the condition and value, prior to
purchase. Streetside Classics strives to perform extensive visual inspections on all vehicles we
represent but we do not disassemble vehicles or components for inspection purposes and
therefore it is always possible that there is hidden damage that is not readily apparent. All
vehicles are sold AS-IS with no warranties expressed or implied. Please call or email any one of
our showrooms at: Charlotte Showroom Phone: Email: sales-cha streetsideclassics. Our sales
staff is very knowledgeable and can assist you in every aspect of the purchase. International
buyers welcome! Click here for an estimate. If you decide to purchase from us, we require that
you give us your complete name, address and phone numbers home, office, mobile and fax and
a port of entry that handles containers. All international purchases must be paid by bank wire
transfer in US Dollar funds only. Once we have received the funds, we will prepare the car for
international shipment through one of our approved land and ocean carriers. We file all the
necessary documents for export, deliver the car to a US port, secure it in containers and board
an ocean carrier. We can land a vehicle to any port worldwide handling container traffic. We
export cars regularly and are familiar with export requirements. You, or your agent, are
responsible for Custom clearing the vehicle and registration in your own country. See below for
history. This beautiful and iconic Jeep CJ7 Laredo is super clean and it runs - Excellent there is
no rust at all on it with original floor boards the Jeep- Can be used as daily driver if wanted that
is how reliable it has been. Currently the Jeep has miles on it it is as fun to drive as it looks- And
with all of todays SUVs having no sport and too little utility this is a - Real sport utility the
vehicle is in mint condition runs great and maintained. Vehicle located in Center Moriches NY.

Got a classic car to sell? It's one of the nicer ones we've featured and it looks fantastic. If you've
been watching our inventory lately, you already know that these vintage Jeeps, especially built
like this, just don't stick around very long. The vivid red paint job was finished in , and it looks
spectacular. We worry about Jeeps when they're this nice, because the new owner might be
afraid to play in the dirt with it, and that would be a shame. So while it's clean and shiny, take a
look at the straight bodywork, including all the reproduction Laredo decals that still look great
after all these years. Then there's the solid body tub, rubber flares over the giant tires, and that
Warn winch up front which has never been used. Lots of chrome details, ranging from the grille
surround to the front and rear bumpers, as well as the twin exhaust pipes out back give it a lot
of sparkle that will still show up when the Jeep's out in the brush playing. The paint itself is
two-stage urethane, which is durable enough for the rough stuff, and shines up beautifully just
by hosing it off. Clearly someone did it right when they put this one together. Jeep interiors
have always been about function over form, and for utilitarian good looks, they've perfected the
formula. Clearly this one was intended for serious fun off-road, which explains the form-fitting
Bestop front buckets. The instrument panel and control layout is pretty close to what you got
back in the early days of the Jeep brand, but if it works, why change it? In , nobody was making
big horsepower, so the original engine in this Jeep was jettisoned and replaced by a
sweet-running cubic inch AMC V8. With the usual upgrades including an Edelbrock carb and
intake and a set of Hedman long-tube headers dumping into a 3-inch exhaust system, it has
plenty of power to get this Jeep just about anywhere. It's backed by a 4-speed manual gearbox
and the original transfer case and axles, which hardly need an upgrade. And like many of its
siblings, this CJ wears inch chrome wheels with positively massive 31x These classic CJs will
not be getting cheaper, and if you like to play in the dirt, this one is an option-laden solution
that's ready to rock today. Call now! Per the eBay User Agreement, by placing a bid you are
entering into a legally binding contract and are committed to purchasing the vehicle described
above. The details of this commitment are further outlined in the eBay User Agreement. Vehicle
may be sold by Streetside Classic Cars prior to the end of the auction. This deposit reserves the
vehicle and removes it from the market. Acceptable payment types for deposit are: credit card,
wire transfer, cashier's check, and money order. Please call or email any one of our showrooms
at: Charlotte Showroom Phone: Email sales-cha streetsideclassics. I am the 3rd owner of this
special CJ7. This was one the last CJ's ever produced. It is a true collectors edition and Jeep
installed the "Last of a great Breed" emblem on the dash. It is in excellent condition for a
vehicle almost 30 years old. You can tell it has been taken care of over the years. It was
originally from California and now spends its life in Arizona, so typical rust is not a concern.
This Jeep is mostly stock and a new carborator is the only major mechanical repair this Jeep
has ever needed while I've owned it. The stickers were long gone by the time I bought it, but
after some research I believe this a Laredo package. It has many things worth listing and I'm
sure I will forget some things. I bought this jeep in and have had it in a garage since. Every once
in a while I will see a very small drop of oil hanging from the pan but otherwise this jeep has no
leaks. I have never needed to add any oil between changes. No overheating or problems. I never
intended to sell this but I have 3 kids that want to go on an "adventure with dad" but not enough
seat belts. I am now a Jeep guy and will be getting a newer 4 door instead. I can be reached at
for any questions relating to the sale. This Jeep CJ7 is among the very best we've featured,
offering a fresh restoration, great colors, and just the right look for a vintage CJ, so we have to
say that the bar has just been raised once again. The list of stuff that's new on this Jeep is
extensive, and if you want one that's pretty close to the way it would have been back in , this is
your Jeep. The paint is so fresh you can almost smell it and was done to a standard that AMC
never could have mustered in the '80s and quite frankly would make me think twice about
getting it dirty. It really is that nice. The Laredo decals are accurate reproductions that were
professionally applied, so it has a crisp, clean look that isn't over-wrought but rather
period-perfect. There's no sign that this Jeep has been rusty and the critical areas are just as
nice as they seem, bearing out the idea that the best vehicles start with the best base stock.
Other new equipment includes the chrome bumper and much of the stainless trim, new rubber
fender flares, new marker lights, and new rubber gaskets throughout so it feels tight and
smooth, an unusual feeling in any vintage Jeep. All the original emblems were reinstalled and
the factory spare tire rack hangs out back, so it has a very correct look, which is important to a
lot of guys who have discovered that these are more than just disposable beaters today. Don't
worry, the interior's pretty darned nice, too. The tan high-back bucket seats wear correct
"Western Weave" cloth upholstery with protective seat covers over the top so you can go have
some fun. The carpets and door panels for the steel doors look new and the carpet in particular
helps give this Laredo an upscale feel that's especially noticeable when it's all sealed up.
There's a locking center console for valuables, but with the removable hardtop and steel doors,

this Jeep locks up tight and makes for the ultimate all-weather warrior. Jeep's famous 4.
Reliable, easy to service, with plentiful parts availability, and not to mention peppy performance,
it's an excellent choice. The engine bay is very clean and there's no question that the recent
paint included full dis-assembly so everything looks crisp and clean under the hood. It starts
easily and runs like a Jeep should, and the 3-speed automatic transmission makes it feel a little
more user-friendly when you use it around town. The 2-speed transfer case and axles are
designed to handle the rough stuff without breaking a sweat and the undercarriage also offers a
lot of new components. Color-matched wheels wear recent 31x There's a lot more than the
asking price wrapped up in the restoration of this CJ7 and like I said, they don't get much nicer
than this. This Jeep has lived its entire life in the dry southern climate which is why it has
survived. Factory original AMC 4. Smooth shifting T-4 four speed standard transmission. This
Jeep runs, drives and handles well and has a clean Carfax and has never been in an accident. It
turns every head on the road. Recent oil change, transmission flush, transfer case and axle fluid
swaps. Just completed a full tune-up including oil filter, air filter, spark plugs, battery, cables,
fuel filter, hoses, distributor cap, rotor, new wires, complete fluid change including radiator
flush, brake fluid, power steering flush, both wheel axles, transmission, engine oil, transfer
case, etc. Everything works including all lights, turn signals and gauges, horn, etc. These Jeeps
only go up in value over time, which is rare - this is a true collectors vehicle. Nice CJs are
becoming very hard to find. Almost everything on the Jeep has been replaced with OEM new
parts or restored and everything was professionally installed to restore the Jeep to as close to
original as possible. Serious inquiries only please. No lowball offers please Clean and clear
Texas title in hand, inspection is current emissions exempt. Specs:Power steering- brand new
system including new gear box, new power steering pump and hoses, belts, pulley, etc. Front
disc brakes. New brake fluid swap. Professionally installed sound system. Professionally
installed at 4WheelParts in Dallas. Have all receipts. Jeep was originally a base no tach or clock.
This is a nice restoration but also a jeep you can drive. Not museum quality so you can get it
out of the garage and enjoy it. Some imperfections in the paint and scratches here and thereremember this is a 30 year old Jeep so it's not perfect. Thanks for your interest, and don't
hesitate to ask any questions. If you want more pictures, please include your email address.
New wheels tires and new 2. Laredo options including tachometer and clock and leather
wrapped steering wheel. Factory AMC 6cyl engine. New step bars. Power steering. Power
brakes. Factory AC in working condition. Rare factory original automatic transmission. Bikini
topBonus: Two full doors with manual glass windows that are currently painted orange but are
from another The hardware does not match exactly but can be easily fit. I have owned this Jeep
for a couple of years, and it has always been garage kept. I have received numerous
compliments of the condition of this great Jeep. Title is clean, vehicle history is impeccable, and
the only reason I am selling is because I am after another classic. No reasonable offer will be
turned away without a response. Brooklyn, NY. Green Bay, WI. North Kingstown, RI. Garden
City, NY. Sacramento, CA. Collegedale, TN. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month.
Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Jeep Model -. Category - Mileage 21 Posted Over 1 Month. Prev
1 2 Next. Make Jeep ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. The Jeep CJ models are both a series and a range of small, open-bodied
off-road vehicles and compact pickup trucks , built and sold by several successive incarnations
of the Jeep automobile marque from to The Willys Jeep was the world's first mass-produced
civilian four-wheel drive car. In , Willys-Overland , one of the two main manufacturers of the
World War II military Jeep , built the first prototypes for a commercial version â€” the CJ, short
for "civilian Jeep". Also, with few exceptions, they had part-time four-wheel drive systems , with
the choice of high and low gearing, and open bodies with removable hard or soft tops. After
remaining in production through a range of model numbers, and several corporate parents, the
Jeep CJ line was officially ended in More than 1. The similar model, the DJ "Dispatcher" was
introduced in as a two-wheel drive version with open, fabric, or a closed steel body in both leftand right-hand drives for hotel, resort, police, and later United States Postal Service markets. By
, the Allies were confident the war would be won, and wartime production looked to be winding
down. This allowed Willys to consider designing a Jeep for the postwar civilian market.
Documentation is scarce, but in early , Willys seemed to have found time to start drawing up
plans, and one or two prototypes dubbed CJ -1 , for "Civilian Jeep", were running by May of that
year. The first CJs had apparently been created by quick modification of the regular military MB,
adding a tailgate, lower gearing, a drawbar , and a civilian-style canvas top. The first CJ served
as a quick proof-of-concept test, and when a further design evolution materialized, probably
became the CJ-1 by default. No CJ-1s built have survived, and how many were made is
unknown. Although at least 40 were built, the Willys-Overland CJ-2 was not available for retail

sale. The CJ-2s, also known as "AgriJeeps", [10] were the second-generation prototypes for the
first production civilian Jeep, and were used solely for testing purposes. Although their design
was directly based on the military Willys MB , using the same Willys Go Devil engine â€” they
were not only stripped of all military features, particularly the blackout lighting, but also the
CJ-2s had many significant differences in body features and construction versus the military
Jeep. Rear wheelwells were redesigned so that seats could be enlarged, improved, and moved
rearward, and new, more weathertight top designs were tried. A canvas half-top with roll-down
doors was one of several top designs tried before production. The CJ-2s were built in two main
batches, but even within the two groups, each was a little different, as they evolved and were
modified for various types of work. For instance a number of experimental combinations of
powertrain components were tested. Some CJ-2s also had an "AgriJeep" plaque fixed to the
dash. The CJ-2s were likely distributed to "agricultural stations" for evaluation purposes. Where
the MB had recessed headlights and nine-slot grilles, the CJ-2A had larger, slightly bulging
headlights, flush-mounted in a seven-slot grille. Up to serial no. Since Willys produced few parts
in-house and relied heavily on suppliers, it was vulnerable to strikes. Unfortunately for Willys,
strikes were common after the war, and this likely contributed to low production totals in and
early Since the CJ-2A was primarily intended for farming, ranching, and industrial applications,
stock CJ-2As only came with a driver seat and driver side mirror, and a wide variety of options
was available, such as: front passenger seat, rear seat, center rear-view mirror, canvas top,
front power take-off PTO , rear PTO, belt pulley drive, capstan winch, governor, rear hydraulic
lift, snow plow, welder, generator, [12] mower, disc, front bumper weight, heavy-duty springs,
dual vacuum windshield wipers stock CJ-2As were equipped with a manual wiper on the
passenger side and a vacuum wiper on the driver side , dual taillights stock CJ-2As had a
taillight on the driver side and a reflector on the passenger side , hot-climate radiator, driveshaft
guards, heater, side steps, and radiator brush guard. The CJ-2As were produced in lively color
combinations that in some ways symbolized the hope and promise of postwar America. The
Pasture Green and Harvest Tan combinations were dropped later in Olive drab was also
available for export models. On early CJ-2As, the front seats were covered in olive-drab vinyl.
Around mid, Slate Gray vinyl became available for certain color combinations. Later, Barcelona
Red was added to the mix. A total of , CJ-2As were produced. Because of the use of military
production parts on the earliest CJ-2As, and the many changes made during its early
production, restorers and collectors refer to CJ-2As up to around serial no. Only minor changes
were made after the mid models. It featured a one-piece windshield with a vent, and wipers at
the bottom. The CJ-3A had beefed-up suspension 10 leaf to accommodate the various
agricultural implements that were being built for the vehicle. In total, , CJ-3As were produced
before the series ended in The CJ-4 body tub was an intermediate design between the
straightforward raised hood from the CJ-3B and the all new curved body style of the CJ The
design was rejected and the vehicle was eventually sold to a factory employee. Although the
CJ-4M prototype may not have been actually built, [25] the stretched wheelbase ambulance
prototype with registration "CJ-4MA" turned up in The Kaiser parent company removed
"Overland" from the Willys Motors subcompany name. The CJ-3B was turned into the M military
jeep mostly used for export, through by equipping it with commercially available heavy-duty
options, such as larger tires and springs, and by adding black-out lighting, olive drab paint, and
a trailer hitch. The CJ-3B design was also licensed to a number of international manufacturers,
which produced a civilian and military variants long after , including Mitsubishi of Japan and
Mahindra of India. Mitsubishi's version was built from until , while Mahindra continued to
produce vehicles based on the Willys CJ-3B until October 1, It was the first off-road vehicle
plant to be opened in Turkey , in It was produced under Tuzla brand. In total, about , units were
built in this year period. The original J3 was a basic, doorless, and roofless version, with
steering on the left, rather than the right, despite Japan having left-side traffic. The original J3
and its derivatives were equipped with the 2. Local production of the JH4 engine commenced in
The final military version J24A produced PS from an improved 4DR5 engine with front-mounted
air-to-air intercooler. By the time of the introduction of the longer J20 in , a six-seater like the
J10, but with a differently configurated more permanent front windshield, as well as available
metal doors, Mitsubishi had also added small diagonal skirts to the leading edge of the Jeep's
front fenders. This remained the last change to the sheetmetal up front until the end of
Mitsubishi Jeep production in Later models include 2-L, short-wheelbase, soft-top J58 J54 with
a diesel engine , and the J38 gasoline wagon on the longest wheelbase. It was intended to
replace the CJ-3B, but that model continued in production. The CJ-5 repeated this pattern,
continuing in production for three decades while three newer models appeared. GM's Buick
division repurchased the engine tooling in the early s which served as the powerplant in several
GM vehicles. American Motors began fitting their own engines, which also required changes to

both body and chassis. Both engines used a one-barrel Carter YF carburetor. A dealer-installed
radio became available in , air conditioning became available via dealership in Electronic,
breakerless distributors replaced breaker-point Delco distributors for the full engine line-up,
and a catalytic converter was added to models equipped with the V8. In , for the model year, the
tub and frame were modified from earlier versions. The windshield frame and windshield angle
were also changed, meaning that tops from to will not fit a CJ-5 and vice versa. For , the frame
was modified again to a completely boxed unit. Power disc brakes and the "Golden Eagle"
package which included a tachometer and clock were new options, [12] as well as air
conditioning. The Dana 30 front axle was retained, but the locking hubs were changed to a
five-bolt retaining pattern versus the older six-bolt. The IIHS requested the testers implement
"vehicle loading" hanging weights in the vehicle's corners inside the body, where they were not
apparent to the camera to generate worst-case conditions for stability. So, they began to fit
Falcon 6-cylinder engines to them at their Rocklea factory in Queensland. Combat 6 jeeps were
also fitted with Australian Borg Warner differentials, and Borg Warner-brand gearboxes. Very
little documentation about these Jeeps remains, and often the only way to conclusively identify
them is by owner history. After having closed their market to imported cars in , assembly of the
"Willys Jeep Universal" as it was known in Brazil from CKD kits began in The Universals came
with a three-speed manual transmission. The Brazilian-built vehicles are easily recognized by
their squared-off rear wheel openings. In , a long-wheelbase version, similar to the CJ-6 , was
added to the line. Like the Brazilian-made CJ5s, the has square rear-wheel openings. Ford kept
the line with no modifications except for some Ford badges on the sides and on the tailgate.
Introduced in as the M military version, the civilian CJ-6 made its debut in as a model. The M
military version shared many of the features of the M38A1 Military CJ-5 , but had the
passenger-door opening extended back to the rear wheel well. As in the CJ-5, the V6 and V8
engine choices appeared in and The U. Forest Service put of CJ-6 Jeeps into use. American
sales ended after , with the introduction of the CJ A total of 50, were produced when the series
went out of production in It was also assembled in South Africa, by Volkswagen 's local
subsidiary. The Jeep CJ-7 featured a wheelbase 10 inches longer than that of the CJ-5 , with its
curved side entry cutouts partially squared up to accommodate hinged doors. The other main
difference between CJ-5 and CJ-7 was to the chassis, which consisted of two parallel
longitudinal main c-section rails. To help improve vehicle handling and stability, the rear section
of the chassis stepped out to allow the springs and shock absorbers to be mounted closer to
the outside of the body. It was introduced for the model year, with , built during 11 years of
production. Transmission options included the standard part-time two-speed transfer case,
automatic, and an optional new automatic all-wheel drive system called Quadra-Trac. Other
features included an optional molded hardtop, and steel doors. The CJ-7 was also available in
Renegade and Laredo models. Distinguished by their different body decals, the Laredo model
featured highback leather bucket seats, a tilting steering wheel, and a chrome package that
included the bumpers, front grill cover, and side mirrors. An optional Trak-Lok rear differential
was available, too. A diesel-powered version was made in the Ohio factory for export only.
Production of this diesel version was between and This model had the Isuzu C engine, T
transmission, and Dana transfer case, although reports of some being produced with the Dana
20 exist. Typically, they had 4. From to , the CJ-7 came equipped with a Dana 20 transfer case,
Dana 30 front axle or spline , and a spline AMC 20 rear axle, while later years, Laredo packages
added tachometer, chrome bumpers, tow hooks, and interior upgrades including leather seats
and clock. In , the Laredo was first fitted with an AMC 20 rear axle until mid, when it was
equipped with a Dana 44, and all and newer CJ-7s came with the Dana transfer case. The
Canadian Army took delivery of militarized versions of the CJ-7 in These were put into service
as a stop-gap measure between the retirement of the M38A1 and the introduction of the
Bombardier Iltis. The CJ-7 continues to be used in the sport of mud racing, with either the stock
body or a fiberglass replica. CJ-7 has been successfully and widely used as a favorite for rock
crawling, through simple and complex modification. It featured a CJ-8s used the traditional
transfer case with manual front locking hubs to engage the four-wheel drive. Most had either a
four- or five-speed manual transmission, but a three-speed automatic transmission was an
option. The term "Scrambler" comes from an appearance package with which many CJ-8s were
equipped, which included tape graphics and special wheels. A full-length steel hardtop CJ-8
was made for the Alaskan Postal Service, using right-hand drive and automatic transmissions.
Instead of the rear tailgate, the steel hardtop used a hinged barn-door opening to the back. Only
were produced and sold in the U. It was also widely sold in Venezuela and Australia as the CJ8
Overlander, with small differences, including full-length rear windows on the Overlander. There
is some debate as to whether models were leftover units from the previous model year. The CJ
could have either a hard or soft top. The driveline was largely from the larger J series pickups,

consisting of either a four-speed Tremec T manual transmission or a three-speed TorqueFlite A
automatic transmission, a New Process transfer case, a semi-floating Dana 44 front differential,
and either a semi-floating Dana 44 or Dana 60 rear differential, depending on GVW rating.
Produced in Mexico from to , it was used by the United States Air Force as an aircraft -pulling
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Willys Jeep Station Wagon. Cherokee SJ. Compact pickup. Full-size pickup. Willys Jeep Truck.
Gladiator SJ. Forward Control. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler
Unlimited LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact crossover.
Renegade BU. Compact crossover. Compass MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee KL.
Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover. Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV.
Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size SUV.
Grand Wagoneer SJ. Wagoneer SJ. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup. Gladiator
JT. Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. Advanced Search. Jeep cj7 laredo. Jeep
CJ - Beautifully restored cj7 laredo , built v8, 4 sp man, ps, discs, drives great Jeep CJ - Dothan,
Alabama - - 4, miles. Up for sale is a jeep cj7 laredo. This code correct olympic Jeep cj7 laredo you tube video will open in a new window using the e Similar: Jeep cj dothan. Original as the
jeep was always stored indoors. Similar: Jeep cj portland. This jeep cj7 laredo 4x4 has been
given plenty of quality investments so that its appeal is as clear as its black and white color
theme Similar: Jeep cj tacoma. Similar: Jeep cj miami. Beautiful frame-off 4x4 cj7 laredo i6
5-speed lifted 33 tires softtop Rare color for this year. This jeep is super nice has the 5 speed
Similar: Jeep cj ocala. This jeep was special ordered with every Similar: Jeep cj gainesville.
Jeep CJ - - 22, miles. By Owner Jeep Cj7 Laredo. Jeep - Lawton, Oklahoma - Gasoline - By
owner jeep cj7 laredo jeep cj7 laredo , only 58k original miles! You won39t find another like it!
Nice Jeep Cj7 Laredo. Jeep - Topeka, Kansas - Nice jeep cj7 laredo jeep cj7 laredo , only 58k
original miles! This is a jeep cj7 laredo with rare automatic transmission Similar: Jeep cj
youngstown. Jeep CJ - Naperville, Illinois - - 97, miles. Similar: Jeep cj naperville. Jeep CJ Cadillac, Michigan - - , miles. Similar: Jeep cj cadillac. Jeep CJ - Indianapolis, Indiana - - 35,
miles. I will be very clear and thorough with my disclosure of this jeep. It is an amazing cj7
laredo in very rare midnight blue color code. Similar: Jeep cj indianapolis. Jeep CJ - Oviedo,
Florida - - 5, miles. The laredo decals package is on jeep and still look's very respectable. The
outside Similar: Jeep cj oviedo. Jeep Grand Cherokee - Laredo , Texas - - 47, miles. Introducing

the jeep grand cherokee! Very clean and very well priced! With fewer than 50, mis on the
odometer, this 4 door suv prioritizes Similar: Jeep grand cherokee laredo. Jeep Cherokee Laredo , Texas - - 31, miles. What a great deal on this jeep! You'll appreciate its safety Comfort,
safety and style. Jeep infused the interior with top shelf amenities Similar: Jeep cherokee
laredo. Jeep Patriot - Laredo , Texas - - 68, miles. Looking for a used car at an affordable price?
This vehicle won't be on the lot long! A great vehicle and a great value! Jeep infused the interior
Similar: Jeep patriot laredo. Request Details. Jeep Patriot - Laredo , Texas - Check out this deep
cherry red crystal pearl - maroon jeep patriot limited with 0 miles. It is being listed in laredo , tx
on easyautosales. Income Tax! Sale Event! Jeep Liberty - Laredo , Texas - Busque comapre y
regrese con nosotros! In-house financing available Similar: Jeep liberty laredo. Jeep Compass Laredo , Texas - - , miles. Check out this gray jeep compass latitude with , miles. Similar: Jeep
compass laredo. Jeep Liberty - Laredo , Texas - - , miles. Check out this black jeep liberty
limited with , miles. Jeep Compass - Laredo , Texas - Check out this black jeep compass sport
with 0 miles. Jeep Grand Cherokee - Laredo , Texas - Located in laredo Be on the lot long! Jeep
Grand Cherokee - Laredo , Texas - - 57, miles. Located in laredo , tx. Drive this home today!
Outstanding design defines the Jeep Renegade - Laredo , Texas - - 45, miles. Set down the
mouse because this hardy jeep renegade latitude Similar: Jeep renegade laredo. Cadillac 1.
Dothan 1. Gainesville 1. Indianapolis 1. Lawton 1. Miami 1. Naperville 1. Ocala 1. Oviedo 1. CJ
One day ago. One week ago. One month ago. Gasoline 7. With Pictures Jeep Related searches:
jeep cj7 texas , jeep cj7 laredo with pictures. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now
showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Jeep is the Private Seller.
This is a well taken For Sale in our Ft. Lauderdale showroom is this awesome Jeep CJ7. This
numbers matching, CJ7 i Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Jeep CJ7 is
powered by a performance ci stroker V8 equipped withHeadman headers and Edelbrock fuel
injection. The bodyis finished in red with black removable soft doors, fender flares, and
bumpers. Acquired by the seller 10 years ago, equipment includes a 9,lb Warn winch, auxiliary
lighting, snorkel intake,and a waterproof audio system. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. This
price was achieved because the Jeep was being auctioned to raise money for the Gary Sinise
Foundation â€” a charity that supports those who served in the US military and their families.
The preceding CJ5 model developed a bad reputation for squirrelly handling and it had the
propensity to flip over if the driver swerved at speed. The longer wheelbase of the CJ7 and the
wider suspension mounting went a long way to fixing these issues and almost , of them would
be sold during the 11 year production run. The restoration was a full nut-and-bolt rebuild
inspired by the rare Super Jeep from the s, subtle American flag elements were incorporated
into the paint scheme and two coins from the Gary Sinise Foundation were affixed to the body
before it left the garage. The Jeep also has power steering and power brakes, an all-new interior
and soft top, and a hefty set of BF Goodrich Mud Terrain tires on steel rims. Once completed the
Jeep was presented to Gary Sinise before it was transported to the Scottsdale, Arizona location
of the auction. Silodrome was founded by Ben back in , in the years since the site has grown to
become a world leader in the alternative and vintage motoring sector, with millions of readers
around the world and many hundreds of thousands of followers on social media. This article
and its contents are protected by copyright, and may only be republished with a credit and link
back to Silodrome. Read More. It was co-developed by the Williams Formula 1 team and unlike
its Group B turbocharged rivals,â€¦. The Honda N was first released in the late s as a Japanese
answer to the famous British Mini, the Mini would prove to be hugely popular in Japan and it
made a lotâ€¦. Enamelled has been in use for thousands of years, the Ancient Egyptians were
the firstâ€¦. Ben Branch. Published by Ben Branch - July 31st Cars Classic Cars Japanese.
British Cars Classic Cars. American Gear Helmets. American Clothing Gear Safety. American
Camping Gear. I recently got lucky and fulfilled a dream, I picked up a Jeep CJ7 at auction. I was
surprised my wife was down for it but once again proving how awesome she is she told me to
go for it. I am still going to post book reviews but I am also going to chronicle what I do to the
Jeep as well. I learned how to work on cars from my Dad when I was a teenager and it has been
at least 25 years since I owned a car with a carburetor. I love this Jeep already because it has
not a single computer in it. I have found a couple of pretty good websites already for both
advice and parts. It urns out there is a pretty good aftermarket for Jeeps and parts are not
stupid expensive if you are trying to ke
1985 chevy truck interior
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odyssey youtube

ep an old Jeep running and reasonably close to OEM. The best sites I have found so far are
below. They have a great staff, reasonable prices, and they ship very fast. Quadratec : These
folks also sell Jeep parts but they tend to be a little bit pricier although they have a pretty
extensive selection of aftermarket, upgrade parts available that i have not found elsewhere. I
want to keep my CJ as authentic as possible and part of that was cleaning up the ashtray and
trying to get it to stop squealing every time I open it. Mine was pretty rusty and the paint was
scratched so I took it off and treated the mounting bracket with some rust removal stuff, lubed
up the bearings, and repainted the front of the ashtray with some flat black spray paint. The rust
remover stuff I â€¦ More after the Jumpâ€¦. My Jeep when I first got it. Ashtray Refurb I want to
keep my CJ as authentic as possible and part of that was cleaning up the ashtray and trying to
get it to stop squealing every time I open it.

